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Based in Austin, Texas, the WFTDA is a 501c3 nonprofit that governs and promotes the sport of flat track roller derby and revolutionizes the 
role of women and under-represented communities in sports through the collective voice of its member leagues around the world.

The WFTDA will devote the next three years and beyond to these initiatives, with the overall goal of long-term sustainability in a rapidly changing global landscape.

A rapidly expanding, self-governed organization, the WFTDA is democratically run, with more than 460 
leagues worldwide. We are the source for rules, content, and leadership for the sport of flat track roller 
derby around the globe. The vision and direction of the WFTDA are voted on and guided by membership 
representatives who have an equal, democratic say.

From the beginning, the WFTDA has revolutionized the way sports entities are run by adopting a 

volunteer-based model and offering women opportunities to lead within sports in ways they have not 
had access to before. The growth we have achieved in a short amount of time is dynamic, and due in no 
small part to the hard work and leadership of the organization’s founders, its staff, key volunteers and 
officers, membership, and the Board of Directors. 

The next three years are critical in the development of both the sport of roller derby and the WFTDA. 

THIS STRATEGIC PLAN SEEKS TO CONTINUE OUR IMPORTANT WORK WITH AN INCREASED FOCUS ON BUSINESS AND MEMBERSHIP MANAGEMENT, WITH THE GOALS OF:

Strengthening and clarifying organizational structures and communications;

Creating more equitable access to the sport of roller derby worldwide, by building partnerships and resources;

Evaluating and rebuilding a widespread strategy to address issues of discrimination and marginalization in our sport;

Decentralizing and diversifying the revenue and structural strategy of the organization to govern more effectively; 

Growing the fundraising focus of the WFTDA to help balance and build our revenue streams; 

Clarifying and cultivating membership benefits and competitive pathways for our athletes, officials, and community members; 

Offering excellence in training and accessible online education as part of our membership brand;

Making the WFTDA a great place to work and volunteer;

Developing the organization as thought leaders in the realm of women’s sports and changing the industry’s perception of what sport can be.
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Introduction:
The WFTDA - A Revolutionary Catalyst for Change Through Sport



Before the WFTDA begins this important work, we must first reaffirm our 
mission and values. 

Mission Statement: The WFTDA governs and promotes the sport of flat track roller derby and revolutionizes 
the role of women and under-represented communities in sports through the collective voice of its member leagues 
around the world.

Vision Statement and Core Values: The WFTDA envisions a world in which sports are inclusive, 
and women of all backgrounds are asked to lead and create a safer, more collaborative future for global sport. We 
welcome partnership and participation from all genders and nations, and we see this as the key to realizing our 
vision of the sport. 

The core values recognized by the WFTDA include that we are:
            i. Led by women-identifying and gender expansive community
            ii. Democratically governed
            iii. Community-driven
            iv. Member-focused
            v. Community-supported
            vi. Fundamentally inclusive
            vii. Committed to diversity, equity, and advocacy
            viii. Innovative and daring
            ix. Continuously striving for excellence in safety

As we execute our mission and exercise our values throughout the world, it is important we do so while creating 
an inclusive culture. The Women’s Flat Track Derby Association is committed to equitable practices and 
engaged participation for all members of our community. We will not tolerate discrimination, harassment, or 
bullying, and we reject bias, bigotry, and hatred against community members on the basis of physical ability, 
color, gender identification, religion, class, and/or indigenous culture. Our Strategic Plan will allow us to help 
build structures that will ensure the rights of all skaters, volunteers, and employees are respected and 
protected, and we require the same dedication from our WFTDA members and community.

As a dynamic and exciting contact sport, our goal is also to improve safety expectations for our athletes and 
community members, to ensure that roller derby has a long and prosperous future in sport worldwide.
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Laying the Groundwork:
Revisiting Our Organizational Values
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To accomplish the WFTDA’s important vision, we must have a 
democracy that works. We must build a system that can grow 
and remain competitive as the membership does. We must 
hear and identify with membership, to restore and build trust 
in the WFTDA. Governance and policy require constant review, 
so that strategic growth is in line with organizational values, 
and only through doing this can we create the sport we wish 
to see. 

The following pages highlight the key areas we’ll be 
focusing on for the next three years and beyond.

Strategic Objectives:
Prioritizing Our Initiatives From the Ground Up
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2020-2021:
Strengthening and Clarifying
Organizational Infrastructure

The WFTDA has grown faster than the current structure can adequately contain, and with several years of shifting 
leadership and competing priorities, the organization must first address issues of infrastructure.

The WFTDA is in need of a complete structural overhaulwhich started in 2019, and begins in earnest in 2020. From new policies and procedures to fixing outdated governance and 
communications, we must focus on gathering information to make big changes in how we conduct our work. 

Clarify Organizational Structures
Review leadership, pillars, member participation and partnerships; clarify the grievance and complaint process; ask membership to fully commit to the WFTDA Code of Conduct.

Recommit to the WFTDA Membership
Improve communication with members; redefine democratic systems and expectations for participation; continue to review materials through an inclusion lens; launch digital 
membership platforms; explore open division and men’s competitive pathways.

Commit to Equity and Inclusion Frameworks
Build and adapt educational materials for the Code of Conduct, Grievance, and organizational systems; maintain an ongoing diversity and inclusion lens on policy, hiring 
practices, and other institutional systems.

Invest in Technology
Review tech needs; launch platforms with strong data security; create a long-term tech plan.

Build Capacity in WFTDA Staff, Officers, and Board
Create plans for staffing, leadership and Board growth; develop on-and-off-boarding procedures; create sustainable budgets and financial procedures.

Fully Establish and Maintain Officiating Certification
Create advanced certification; develop succession plans; work with NGBs and other entities to contemplate certification needs.

Strengthen WFTDA Education
Hire an Education Officer; review learning needs; create diversity and values training; establish Safety Education as the
new face of Risk Management.
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2020-2021:
Ensuring Legal, Financially Sound,
and Ethical Global Business

The WFTDA is the governing body for the amateur sport of roller derby and is a 501c3 nonprofit based in the United 
States. We recognize the sport’s future growth may require funding and resources beyond those systems.

The organization is committed to growing revenue in both traditional nonprofit and nontraditional ways, and building resources in areas of the globe that may need our support. The WFTDA 
commits to building business and governance pathways that are truly global. 

Make Data Gathering and Research a Priority
Initiate global athlete and market research; create a process for evaluating projects; use data to create project criteria.

Develop Insurance Products That Serve Global Needs
Review pricing and affordability worldwide; look for better insurance options; reduce liability; create Athlete Wellness and Safety Best Practices.

Cultivate our For-Profit Entity: Quad Media, Inc.
Increase sponsorship opportunities; attract broadcast partners; creating new events and investigating new opportunities including a pathway to professional roller derby.

Build Out WFTDI Canada
Serve WFTDA members in Canada in compliance with Canadian government; build business and event opportunities.

Deepen Development Knowledge and Build Out Nonprofit Fundraising
Invest in fundraising structures and create a development plan including giving, fundraising, grants and goals; partner with development
organizations; create materials that WFTDA members can use.

Build Business Structures That Are Truly Global
Create business pathways outside of the United States, including policies for currency, importing and taxes; hire contractors in
global regions as needed.
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2021-2022:
Expansion of Safer, More Inclusive, Global,
and Democratic Competitive Pathways

When looking at barriers to entry for the sport of roller derby, one key area for review is in how the WFTDA can create 
a more inclusive and equitable culture. Working to end misogyny, racism, marginalization, and other forms of 
discrimination is necessary for our growth and development. We want to maintain spaces free from harassment and 
create game environments that allow the sport to be played in the safest manner possible. 

The WFTDA was founded in 2005 as a revolutionary, organization seeking to give women opportunities to become athletes, business leaders, officials, and more. Since that time, the WFTDA 
has committed to developing an expansive, intersectional culture to create women-led pathways that are inclusive and enriching. To deliver the highest-quality member experience, the 
WFTDA will be investing in membership, education, resources, and representation.

Seek Out Partners with Inclusive and Equitable Values
Create educational materials; create a system to evaluate and advocate for activities aligned with our values; update the mandatory WFTDA Code of Conduct; create 
educational initiatives with partner organizations.

Initiate Safety Research and Education to Inform a Culture of Injury-Prevention and Well-Being
Support the WFTDA Safety Committee in its efforts to advocate for athletes, advise best practices and build educational materials; create a safety violations ticketing system.

Revise Membership Requirements for Greater Inclusion
Revisit gender requirements for participation; explore an Open Division and other gender-expansive pathways that could benefit membership; explore membership that is 
inclusive of all genders through women-led leadership.

Reinvest in Membership Communications and Outreach
Increase member voting and participation; increase WFTDA Forum participation; review pillars and committee structures.

Review WFTDA Leadership Structure
Examine the Board, officers and staff structure to ensure representation; review Board positions and job descriptions; create a
WFTDA Advisory Board and Accountability Partners; review officers and committees charters and reporting structures.

Improve Governance Operations Around Finance
Enhance recordkeeping and transparency; conduct regular financial reviews; ensure quarterly financial reports to leadership.
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Improving Access to the Sport Worldwide

The WFTDA recognizes that many barriers exist to participating in roller derby. These barriers can be economic, 
geographic, process-oriented, and more. 

As the international governing body for the sport of roller derby, the WFTDA must also forge and maintain excellent working relationships with nations and partners across the world so 
leagues and members may access government funding and other resources. This includes: 

Identify and Eliminate Barriers to Entry for the Sport
Research barriers to participation; work to reduce roller derby gear cost and access; offer membership in local currencies; develop scholarship programs; find partners investing 
in roller skating participation.

Examine Equity Across the Globe
Review systems and materials for equity in languages, genders and marginalized identities; create additional language translations of materials; compliance with global 
accessibility standards.

Refine WFTDA Competitive Pathways
Continue to develop and refine opportunities that include top-tier elite competition, mid-level global cups and events in emerging regions; planning for recognized tournaments; 
opportunities for lower-ranked teams.

Build Out Officiating in Tandem with Skaters and Competitive Pathways
Finalize officiating certification and education; create officiating partnerships worldwide.

Solidify Next Wave of Relationships with Membership Organizations
Including JRDA, MRDA, national governing bodies, national teams, Roller Derby World Cup and Roller Derby Nations Committee.
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Growing a Roller Derby Fanbase

The WFTDA was established with a “by the skater, for the skater” philosophy, which has since evolved to “by the 
community, for the community” to include all members of our sport. It’s important the WFTDA use women-led 
systems to develop and nurture this community, as well as expand it to all those who realize sport can be more 
meaningful. To do this, we must: 

Reframe Community Participation in the WFTDA and Roller Derby
Cultivate and mentor non-skating members; create communications systems that encourage participation of the community.

Welcome More Humans on Roller Skates
Market research around roller skating and similar activities; partner with organizations that encourage basic skating skills.

Find Like-Minded Organizations
Develop women-led networks and spaces for sports inclusion; create relationships with other sports organizations to build a coalition around inclusive sports.

Support Announcers, Sports Information, and Other Fan Engagement Initiatives and Tools
Develop tools and outreach to meet audiences where they are; establish what engagement looks like for brand new fans; reboot broadcast look and platforms; review 
tournament fan experience; create digital engagement through social media and apps.

Target Affinity Partners with Brands That Have Similar Values
Find brands looking to grow in an inclusive, dynamic sports space.

Build Relationships with Media Platforms of Value
Create new relationships with media platforms and outlets that have similar values to the WFTDA and our partners.
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As the international governing body for the sport of roller derby, the 
WFTDA is rapidly expanding, with an intent to remain democratically run. 

Our more than 460 leagues worldwide must continue to actively participate in our democracy in order to uphold 
the “for the community, by the community” values. As the source for rules, content, and oversight pertaining to 
the sport of flat track roller derby around the globe, the WFTDA holds a responsibility to its membership, as well 
as the roller derby community, to making roller derby both accessible and sustainable.

We invite and encourage members of the community to ask questions, offer feedback, and join us in our journey 
to make our vision of sport a reality.

For more information, visit us at WFTDA.com/strategicplan

WeFTDA
Critical Years of Growth in the WFTDA
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